MRS. W.’s NEWSLETTER
PEEK AT THIS WEEK

SONG

This Is A Heart
sung to "Frere Jacques"
This is a heart, this is a heart.
How can you tell? How can you tell?
It has two humps on top
And pointy at the bottom.
It's a heart, it's a heart.

Love is in the air! The children will explore big and little HEART
shapes and learn the heart shape is a symbol of love. We will
paint heart shapes and hunt for big and little hearts.
Also, we will tie ends and stuff Valentine pillows for kindness.
Next week is Valentine’s party. If you are sending in Valentine
cards, please do not label individual names on cards. You can
label Valentine’s“Friend.” There are ten students in class.

STORY: “How Many Hearts?” by Chuck Murphy

Monday, Feb. 5
Tuesday, Feb. 6

PROJECT: “Heart Colors” Stamp big and little

heart shapes

LEARNING TIME: “Candy Store” Count candy colors to place

inside heart containers

MOTOR: “Heart Hunt” Find big and little hearts to throw
through a heart shape

STORY: “Heartprints” by P.K. Hallinan (Kindness
Lesson)

Wednesday, Feb. 7
Thursday, Feb. 8

SPIRIT DAY!

PROJECT: “Valentine Fleece Pillow”
turns to tie ends of a fleece pillow

Children will take

LEARNING TIME: “I Love You To Pieces” Glue on pieces
of torn paper to fill in a heart shape

MOTOR: “Heart Toss” Toss three heart shapes inside heart
basket

LOVE

NOTE:

Below are a few ideas to help little ones begin to understand the feeling and the actions
that go along with the word love.
1. Make a photo album of family and friends to remind your child that there are lots of
people who care for him/her.
2. Help your child learn we should love each other no matter what. Whether we are happy
or sad. We should be patient and forgiving even when someone makes a mistake or
hurts us.
3. Helping your little one begin to show love to different people in different ways. Take
turns sharing, hugging or enjoy playing a game nicely together.

